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Cambridge official listening test 3 answers

Cambridge 11 Listening Test 3 – Section 1 Section 1: Questions 1-6 Choose the correct letter A, B or C. 1. Family Welcome event is the art gallery starts at A 10 am B 10.30 am C 2 pm 2. The film that is now presented in the Family Welcome event is about a Sculpture B painting C Ceramic 3. When do most free concerts take place? A in
the morning B at noon C evening 4. Where will the 4:00 p.m. concert of Latin American music take place? A in a B museum in a C theater in a library 5. The boat race starts at a summer pool B Charlesworth bridge C Oxford Marina 6. One of the boat racing teams A won a regional competition earlier this year B represented the region in a
national competition C won several regional competitions Questions 7-10 Complete the sentences below. Write one word for each answer only. Paxton Nature Reserve 7. Paxton is a good to see rare all year round. 8. This is a particularly good time to see certain unusual 9. Visitors will be able to learn about and then collect some. 10.
Part of it was made suitable for swimming. Cambridge 11 Listening Test 3 – Section 2 Section 2: Questions 11-15 Choose the correct letter A, B or C. Changes in Barford in the last 50 years 11. In Shona's opinion, why do fewer people use buses in Barford these days? A buses are old and uncomfortable B fares have increased too much
C there are so many bus routes 12. What change in the road network is known to have benefited the city the most? A construction of a bypass B development of bike lanes C banning cars on certain streets 13. What is the problem affecting shopping in the city centre? Lack of parking spaces B lack of large retailers C lack of restaurants
and cafes 14. What does Shona say about the medical facilities in Barford? A there is no hospital B new medical practices are planned C the number of dentists is too small 15. The largest number of people are engaged in manufacturing B services C education Questions 16-20 What is planned for each of the following facilities? Choose
five answers from the box and write the correct letter A-G next to questions 16-20 PlansA will move to a new locationB will have extended opening hoursC will be refurbishedD will be used for another purposeE will have its opening hours reducedF will have new managementg will be expanded Facilities 16. parking station 17. cinema 18.
internal market 19. library 20. Cambridge Nature Reserve 11 Listening Test 3 – Section 3 Section 3: Questions 21-26 Fill in the table below. Write one word for each answer only. (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) Questions 27-30 Who will write each of the following parts of the report? Write the correct letter A-D next to questions 27-30. A
Helen onlyB Jeremy onlyC both Helen and JeremyD Helen, nor Jeremy Parts in report 27. how they planned project 28. had ideas for their stories 29. an interpretation of their stories 30. Comments Comments Cambridge 11 Listening Test 3 – Section 4 Section 4: Questions 31-40 Fill in the notes below. Write one word for each answer
only. Ethnography in Business Ethnography: Research that explores human cultures It can be used in business: • To investigate customer needs and (31) • To help companies develop new models Examples of ethnographic research in kitchen equipment business • Researchers have found that kitchens could not easily see (32) in
measuring cell phone cups • In Uganda, paid customers to use entrepreneurs' mobile phones. • These customers wanted to check (33) used. Computer companies • It took development (34) to improve communication between system administrators and colleagues. Hospitals • Nurses had to access information about (35) in different parts
of Airlines Hospital • Respondents recorded information about (36) during their journey. Principles of ethnographic business research • Research does not start with a hypothesis • Participants can be selected according to criteria such as age, (37) or product used • Participants must pay (38) for participation in research. • Usually (39)
participants are direct ( 39) participants • The interview is guided by the participant • It takes a long time for (40) data. • Researchers are looking for a significant pattern in the data. Practice IELTS Speaking with expert IELTS Tutors starting at $5 per hour Checkout Grammarly to improve grammar. Also Check: Makkar Academic Readings
for IELTS Practice Exam 2020 Practice: IELTS Practice Cambridge 11 Listening Test 4 Part 1: Questions 1-4 Fill out the form below. Write no more than three words or a number for each answer. APPLICATION FOR FORM Case Name: Sara Lim Age: 23 Time in Australia: (1) Presentation address: Flat 1, 539, (2) Road Canterbury 2036
Current course: (3) English Accommodation required from: (4) 7 September Questions 5-7 Choose the correct letter, A, B or C 5. Sara needs a single room B twin room C triple room 6. She would prefer to live with a family A B single person C couple 7. She would like to live in an apartment B house C studio apartment Questions 8-10
Complete the sentences below. Write NO MORE than one WORD for each answer. 8. It'll be $320. 9. She must pay the rent in cash or check on a basis. 10. She must pay her share of the Cambridge IELTS 4 Listening Test 3 - Part 2 Part 2: Questions 11-14 Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 11. When is this year's festival? 1-13
January B 5-17 January C 25-31 January 12. What will the reviewer focus on today? A theatre B dance C exhibitions 13. How many circuses are there in the festival? A one B two C more 14. Where does Circus Romano play? A in a B theater in a C in a stadium Questions 15-20 Fill out the notes below. Write no more than three words for
each answer. (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) Cambridge IELTS 4 Listening Test 3 – Part 3 Part 3: Questions 21-30 Choose the correct letter, A.B or C. 21. The man wants information on courses for a people going back to college B postgraduate students C business directors 22. The Study seminar for success lasts one day B two days C
three days 23. In the seminar, the writing works aim to improve confidence B speed C clarity 24. Reading sessions help students read Analytical A B as quickly as possible C well 25. The seminar tries to prepare students physically B encourage interest in learning process C develop literacy skills 26. A key component of the course is to
learn to use time effectively B remains healthy C select appropriate materials 27. Students who want to do study for successful seminar should a registry with Faculty Office B contact their Course Coordinator C reserve a place in advance 28. The Learning Skills course for university studies takes place on a Monday, Wednesday and
Friday B Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday C Monday, Thursday and Friday 29. A feature of this course is A physical training component B tips on coping with stress C a detailed weekly planner 30. Man chooses Study for Successful Seminar because A he is over forty B he wants to start at the beginning of C he tries to review his
Cambridge IELTS 4 Listening Test Skills 3 – Part 4 Part 4: Questions 31 and 32 Fill in the notes below. Write no more than two words or a number for each answer. New Union construction procedures to establish students' opinion: • students were asked to provide written suggestions on the design of the building • these points informed
design A (31) • (there were (32) respondents) • the results collected and the report prepared by the Union Committee Questions 33-37 Fill out the table below. Write no more than three words for each answer. (33) (34) (35) (36) (37) Question 38 Choose two letters A-G. 38. What two facilities did the students request in the new Union
building? A library B a games room C a health center for students D a mini fitness center E a large pool F a travel agency G a reading theater Question 39 Choose the correct letters A, B and C. 39. What argument was used AGAINST having a dramatic theater? A It would be expensive and no student would use B It would be a poor use
of resources, since only a minority would use it C could not accommodate the large production of play Question 40 Choose two letters A-F. 40. What have two security measures been requested? A closed circuit TV B shows Union card at the entrance to the building C shows Union card when asked D sports for the bags E permanent
security office on the site Also Check: Makkar IELTS Written Task 2 PDF 2020 Free Download Practice: Practice Cambridge IELTS 6 Test Listening 4 with Facebook Answers Twitter Pinterest WhatsApp Linkedin Print VK LINE Viber Cambridge IELTS 13 Listening Test 3 – Transcription and solution for listening to IELTS PRACTICE
TEST 03 Section 1 Section 2 1. Susan Marie 11. University of British Columbia 2. Canadian 12. 1961 3. CA04628 13. card use 4. 65349087 14. ask staff 5. 500 15. B 6. cooking 16. C 7. gas 17. C 8. three months of deposit 18. 4th floor / 4th floor 9. small printing10. in canteen 19&amp;20. punk, heavy metal, rap, hip hop (any two of
these) Section 3 Section 4 21. Thursday the 31st. Environment and development 22. D 32. no one left 23. C 33. explains the design 24. B 34. B 25. B 35. global warming 26. languages 36. rainforest 27. American Literature 37. persistent organic chemicals 28. Creative Writing 38. biodiversity 29. Sociology 39. A 30. swimming 40. C
TRANSCRIPTION FOR ASCULTATION IELTS PRACTICA TEST 03 (Go to the next page to view transcript) SECTION 1 (Phone Rings) John: Hi, Students' Housing Office, I'm John. Can I help you? Hi, I hope so, I need an apartment. The sooner the better. My friends suggested I try you. That's what we're here for. The famous Student
Housing Office. By the way, we call apartments here. Anyway, let's get started. First, I'll take down a few details to put in our database. Hopefully we'll help you find some digging before the mandate starts. yes, by the station. Far, too far if I have classes every day. So you want a place closer. Susan: Up to half an hour by bike, and with a
bus service where the weather is too bad. John: Yes, I cycle here as well. It keeps me in shape and no hassle trying to find a parking spot. Do you want to share your accommodation or live on your own? He lives alone. I'll be too busy with my studies to bother with roommates. How much rent do you want to pay? About £500 a month.
Some what? Some digging. It's British slang for rented accommodation. Susan: Oh, dear - apartments, dig! - and I'm an English major! That's all right. But back to business. Okay, last name? Susan: Cartier. John: Cartier? Sounds French. Susan: Yes, my ancestors were French, John: Wow! Do you speak French? I was bom and I grew
up in Montreal, so I'm bilingual. That's great. And your name? Susan Marie, this is M-A-R-I-E. I get it. Nationality? Canadian, I think. Susan: Right. And your student number? Susan: CA04628. Okay, do you have a contact number? It's 6534 9087. I'll stay with my friends until I find a place of my own. John: 6534 9187. No, 9087. I get it.
How about a cell phone? I'll pick up one later and i'll tell you the number. John: OK. 653 - that's way over the other side of town, right? That's pretty much it, but it's not going to be very big. Would a bed be okay? A bed babysitter? John: More British English for you. It is a single room with cooking facilities. Some are pretty cute, Susan: it's
going to be okay. But I don't want to share a bathroom, and it has to be clean, bright, and not by a noisy main road. John: OK, but you came a little late, just four days to go before the deadline starts, just got shared accommodation on our files at the moment. But don't worry, we'll do everything we can. Susan: Oh, Oh, Forgotten. Does the
rent here include utilities? John: Usually not. You have to pay for gas, electricity and water yourself. How about a warehouse? Most owners want three months1 in advance, which is also a security deposit. And make sure you read the lease carefully, especially small print. Thanks, I'll do that. Anything else you want to know? Not at this
point. Make sure you tell me your cell phone number. Susan: It will. Anyway, I have to go now. I'm meeting some friends in the cafeteria, John: OK, we're in touch. bye for now. I'll see you. This test is collected &amp; implemented by IELTSMATERIAL.COM (Free IELTS Practice Tests – Reading, Listening, Writing, Speaking Test| IELTS
Exam Preparation - Free IELTS materials and resources. Download IELTS Preparation Material &amp; Tips) $18 $37 Written by professional teachers to help candidates on the big day 4.5 rating SECTION 2 Good morning. And welcome to the main library of the University of British Columbia. My name is George Martin, and I'm the chief
librarian. I'm happy to give you a brief introduction to our library. I think I'm qualified. I've been working here since 1961, when the only electrical or electronic stuff here was the lights. Oh, and the phones, of course. Mechanical typewriters and slide rules then, no fancy laptops and mobile phones. Computers? In a library? No way! It was all
on paper. If you needed to find something, you went to the book index, and if that didn't help you, you asked one of the staff, and if that didn't work, you told your teacher that you couldn't write the book because the library didn't have the book you needed. God, you students have it so easily these days. We have about fifteen computer
terminals on each of the four floors. If you know the title or the author, then you can find out if they've got it in seconds, and if we do, where it is. If we haven't got it, then you can find out if the public libraries and other university libraries in Vancouver and Burnaby have. You know that library books are arranged according to the numbers on
the back of each book. Does anyone know the name of this numbering system? Right, the Dewey Decimal Classification System, which was invented by Melville Dewey, an American librarian, not the philosopher John Dewey. In Melville's time, book classification systems were in a real mess, so he decided to do something about it, and
around 1876 he came up with the system we still use today. Look up there, and you can see a list of basic categories: 000 - General, which includes all sorts of things: encyclopedias, news media, etc., etc. Then 100 – Philosophy &amp; Psychology; 200 – Religion; 300 – Social Sciences; and so on up to 900 – Geography &amp; History.
With over four million In fact, closer to five million now, in our library, we have a lot to thank Melville for. Now, if you look up to the right, you can see the look of the library. It's all very. Very. We start here, on the first floor, or on the ground floor of our British cousins, with three zeros – General, and so on to the fourth floor, with all 800 and
900. By the way, you won't find books on medicine and dentistry here. They're all over the Medical Library, east of the faculty of medicine. Now, if you look at the plan on the second floor, you can see that we have a library of CDs and DVDs. The music collection covers almost everything we call serious, from Bach and Beethoven, folk
music, blues, early rock, jazz and more. But I'm sorry, no punk, heavy metal, rap or hip-hop yet. For oriental music, it would be the work of Peking, you'll have to go to the Center for Asian Studies or Chinatown. A word about taking out the books. The usual lending period is two weeks, but a few cards in high demand can only be taken out
for two days. And I suggest you try to return the cards on time. The fine is a dollar a day for the first week, and a dollar a day after that. That's a lot of beer money! One last thing, your new smart student card is also your library card, and you can also use it to pay at the student cafeteria. So don't lose it, or you'll starve without library books.
Okay, I think that's enough here. Let's go to the second floor. This test is collected &amp; implemented by IELTSMATERIAL.COM (Free IELTS Practice Tests – Reading, Listening, Writing, Speaking Test| IELTS Exam Preparation - Free IELTS materials and resources. Download IELTS Preparation Material &amp; Tips) See also:
SECTION 3 Jack: Hi, Mary, do you have time for a coffee? I'd like to discuss what classes I should take. I'm so confused. So am I. But maybe we can work something out together, Jack. We should talk about it with our academic supervisor, but she's gone until Thursday, which could make it a little later to register for some of the most
popular courses. That's my concern, lucky we're doing the same thing, so some of our courses will be the same and we can go together. What did your parents say when you told them you were going to be an English major? My dad thinks I'm crazy. You'll never find a decent job when you graduate. Teacher or secretary, that's all you're
going to be good for but he's an engineer, so what would he know? What about your mother? He likes to read and dreams of becoming a great writer or something. So she's all for it, but your parents? Actually, I agree. They're both teachers, and they're always moaning about the terrible English of most of their students. They blame
computers, computer games, for being exact. Very few of their students ever read novels, Mary: Anyway, let's take a look at some of these courses. I thought I'd take Latin. People say they're going to train my brain and help with French and Spanish, as well as English. I think it's a It's a dead tongue. If you want to learn Spanish or Italian
or something, then leam it directly. I did Latin at la school, and besides helping me guess the meaning of some new words, with a Latin root, was a waste of time, Leave Latin to archaeologists and theologians. I think you're right. No Latin. Actually, I'm playing with the idea of doing journalism later. Foreign languages are always useful for a
journalist. Maybe I'll take oral French, Jack: That's exactly what I thought. What are the classes? Let me see it. French 100. Nine to twelve months in the morning in the language lab and two to five afternoons Thursday in the reading room I think are both in the Faculty of Arts building. Are. I checked the language lab yesterday. Very
modem, and not too big. Room for about 30, so the teacher will have more time for individuals. Not like that 50-seat place in my old school. Okay, French 100 it is. What's next? I was thinking Creative Writing 201. What do you think? It's one of our classes, fool. You have to take it, along with the History of English, early American literature
and sociology 100. Damn I forgot. So, including French, we'll do five courses within that term. How many hours of class is that in total? Well, let's see. History of English, three hours every Tuesday morning. American Lit, two to five afternoons Tuesday. Creative Writing, nine to 12 P.D. Sociology, two to five Friday afternoons. That's 18,

including three hours in the language lab. Sounds enough to me, especially in our first term. And times won't interfere with the preparation of the mv swim team. All the work, no play makes Jack a boring boy. Mary: You certainly need that creative writing course! Let's have the coffee. This test is collected &amp; implemented by
IELTSMATERIAL.COM (Free IELTS Practice Tests – Reading, Listening, Writing, Speaking Test| IELTS Exam Preparation - Free IELTS materials and resources. Download IELTS Preparation Material &amp; Tips) SECTION 4 Good morning, everyone. It's good to see you all looking so refreshed after spending the weekend testing beer
in the student bar. I wonder if any of you have discovered the library, but I think it's way too early for that. It's even better to see that we have a full house. I hope you're all here for Environment &amp; Development 101, because if you're not, then you're in the wrong reading room. By the way, my name is John Robertson, and I'll be the
lead lecturer for this course, but we'll have some guest lecturers from time to time. And no one left. Great, I think that means you intend to take this course. OK, so it says in the ad outside, today I'm going to describe the main content and the purposes of the course, and hopefully add to the enthusiasm that brought you here today. Does
anyone know who Howard Odum was? Right, he's known as the father of ecology. He once said, everything is connected to everything else. And this explains the design of this course. As human knowledge expands, most courses, even courses in the first year, year, and more specialised. You are learning more and more about less and
less. This course is quite different. In the 72 hours of this course - remember that you will get two credits for it instead of the usual one - we will try to achieve three main objectives, namely, we will try to get an understanding of what is happening on planet Earth, why it is happening, and hopefully to find some answers to the many
problems that we will talk about. The first few lectures will be an overview of the more serious current trends that are of such great concern not only for greenies, which means environmentalists like me, and organizations like Greeneache and Friends of the Earth, but also for more and more ordinary people, and even a few politicians and
corporate leaders. So we're going to look at things like global warming; loss, in particular, of tropical forests; persistent organic chemicals, known as gender benders, as they can seriously affect the sexual development of animals; desertification; the serious global problem of overfishing; and accelerating biodiversity loss – If humans
continue like this, about 50 percent of the world's plant and animal species will probably be extinct by the middle of this century, that's the environmental bit. remains with development? We're going to think a lot about this. If the purpose of development is to improve the quality of life, which probably means making people happier, then we
need to think about this thing called happiness. In modern times, we have become consumers in the great consumer society. Are we a better pier than the Bushmans in the Kalahari Desert in southern Africa? And if common sense tells us that sea level rise, gender benders and all other aspects of a worsening environment will sooner or
later put a big brake on consumption, why - given the warnings from the vast majority of scientists in the world - are things, generally, continue to get worse? This brings us to psychology, sociology, and, of course, politics, economics, and even philosophy. We won't have time to get into each of these areas in depth. For our immediate
purposes, this is not necessary. Because the basic goal is to help us develop a model, a dynamic model that integrates the main forces leading ¬ing to environmental degradation and those opposing forces that promote environmental administration. This is a high order for us to do as individuals, so we will be divided into teams, and each
team will focus on one or two specific issues, while integrating the main findings and arguments of the other teams into their work. Well, we have a lot of great work to do. Back in 15 minutes. THIS TEST IS COLLECTED &amp; IMPLEMENTED BY IELTSMATERIAL.COM (Free IELTS Tests – Reading, Listening, Writing, Speaking Test|
IELTS Exam Preparation - Free IELTS materials and resources. Download IELTS Preparation Material &amp; Tips) Tips) Tips)
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